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Cielo
Ocari

Infinity
Nexia
The Spanish manufacturing of architectural lighting launches its new series
Infinity, along with Infinity System and
Infinity Plus. This new series is focused
on decorating spaces such as offices,
halls or private villas.
#LoveLighting
#MadeInBarcelona
www.nexia.es

With its lightness, Cielo sublimely floats
in the air. The reserved and random
texture in convex acryl glass shows its
surprisingly strong lightning effects
only in its near spatial environment.
The luminous threads create a soft and
homogeneously glare-free lighting atmosphere. Cielo is lit by wioFLEX SLIM.
Designed, manufactured in Germany
and featring an LED-technique created
in Germany.
www.optoled.de/en

Kelveen
Oligo
The unobtrusively pleasing
shape allows Kelveen to discreetly
adjust to every style, and fully persuade
via its stunning lighting effect. The distinctive feature of the luminaire is the
high quality lens with emission angles of
40 and 90°, providing a technically impressive lighting solution for the home
environment as well as the commercial
sector. No tools are needed to replace
the lens, so that the correct beam angle
can be easily determined and adjusted.
Avilable as a ceiling luminaire in three
variants (recessed, partly recessed
and top-mount), and as a spotlight.
www.oligo.de

Nano Line
Luci

ringO series
ONOK
This family of recessed downlights with
an attractive and innovative soft design,
provides great visual comfort. Equipped
with the latest LED technology, this
product is the ideal high quality LED
solution for shops, museums, hotels,
restaurants and offices. This range
offers many options, giving clients the
possibility to adapt the product to the
real needs of their project.
3 different beam reflectors, 25º / 36º
/ 60º, can be combined with different
regulation systems, 1-10V/PUSH or DALI.
A changeable diffusor with three options
is available: prismatic, ice or clear. The
colour temperature also varies.
www.onok.es

Due to be released in the summer of
2014, this ultra slim line light can accentuate the surrounding space and at
6mm, is Luci’s slimmest fixed light. Suitable for stair lighting, pendant display
lighting and building and store façade
design line lighting, this direct lighting fixture is recommended for indoor
use only. The product can also act as
a guidance booster and be installed in
handrails, helping the visually impaired.
www.luci-lighting.com

CoeLux 35 / 40 / 60
CoeLux
CoeLux is an optical device that reproduces the experience of the sun and sky.
Through an artificial skylight, “sun rays”
enter a room casting blue-tinged shadows, which are coloured by the diffused
light from the “sky”. Nano-particles
reproduce the phenomenon of atmospheric Rayleigh scattering, while LED
illuminators with complex optics mimic
the sun and create the sensation of
infinite space. www.coelux.com

SL740XL LED
Spittler
This floor lamp is suitable for modern
working environments. Its light flux of
15600 lm gives the SL740XL LED one of
the highest light levels available. High
value optics in connection with very
effective LEDs provide high efficiency
while a strong indirect share of light is
provided for a comfortable brightening
of the ceiling and the general illumination of the office. The lamp is part of a
wide-ranging family of pendant, surface
mounted, wall and floor lamps.
www.performanceinlighting.com

